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Who are MG Lites?
Simply... lighting design specialists.
With over a decade of experience in the lighting design
industry, comprising of a team of experts passionate about
creating bespoke lighting. Our speed, flexibility and constant
innovation has been the key to our success and continues
to set us apart from all the competition. Innovation such
as our ultra realistic 3D visualisation software, which we use
to help our customers see what our lighting designs will look
like within their actual place of business.
However unusual or difficult the project may appear,
each enquiry will be considered on its own merits
to which we advise customers accordingly.

What can we offer you?
• Free site surveys offering energy saving
and maintenance solutions.
• Experts that consist of ex-electrical contractors
and lighting engineers.
• Bespoke fittings developed, tested and manufactured
to meet your exact requirements.
• Reports for you highlighting the cost,
CO2 and maintenance savings.
• Constant research and development of new products,
which helps our customers stay ahead of the market.
• A guarantee that all our products are tested by
our engineers to ensure conformity to British Standards
before going to market.
• A showroom open at our offices in Doncaster, so you can
see for yourself and also bring your customers.
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Amazon Fulﬁlment Centre LBA1
Located in Doncaster, South Yorkshire.
Roughly the size of six and a half
football pitches. The existing 4x80W
T5 Lowbays were replaced with a
mixture of MG Lites 240W Adjustable
Highbays and Luxna Lighting 170W
Linear Lowbays.
As a result of the 71% energy saving,
the new lighting scheme benefitted in
a yearly cost saving of over £245,635.
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Wentworth Church in Rotherham,
South Yorkshire. The existing 400W
Metal Halide floodlights were replaced
with our 200W Coolfin LED floodlights
with a bespoke colour temperature
of 3000K to emphasise the stain glass
windows and aged brickwork features
of the church.
The Lighting design for the building
not only had to keep the Aesthetics in
mind, but also the diocese had a strict
energy saving criteria, requiring a
minimum energy saving target of 50%.
We actually achieved over 74%!

The strict energy
saving criteria,
required a
minimum energy
saving of 50%.
We achieved
over 74%!

Balfour Beatty site completed in Long Bennington, Newark.
55-400W Son high bay fittings were replaced with 55 Imperial
fittings, with 90˚ optics, 114W 74% Energy savings Improved
light levels, which was an annual cost saving of £5,594.

The Imperial Low Bay
ﬁttings are specially
designed and made
in the UK by MG Lites.
Ideal for warehouses,
factories and exhibition
halls.
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Working in conjunction with CJL Lighting
Design, we designed and supplied an LED
upgrade for an outdoor 3G sports astro
turf pitch at Heolddu Comprehensive
School, Bargoed, South Wales for Caerphilly
Council.
Using Relux to ensure the correct light
levels and uniformity were achieved for
this application, we recommended 1000W
high powered adjustable floodlights. After
installation a site visit was made to take
LUX readings and to ensure that the fittings
were correctly angled and installed.
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A bespoke lighting product was developed
for Sports Direct, which led to a roll out
into stores throughout Europe and the UK.
The design brief for Sports Direct had very specific requirements
that needed to be met. The fitting had to achieve both up and
down light throw and match as closely as possible to the look of
the existing Metal Halide high bays originally installed. A bespoke
lens had to be developed to achieve this, which resulted in a total
of 4,000 high bays supplied to the company.
The electricity cost savings for Sports Direct once the light fittings
were rolled out to all the other stores was a staggering £323,136!
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Annual electricity
saving of £323,136
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LIGHT LEVEL

50%
LUX INCREASE

An annual cost saving
of £35,767 was achieved.

MG Lites worked in conjunction with the
Chief Engineer at Doncaster Shefﬁeld Airport.
The brief was to improve the now ageing airport lighting. They had
400W Metal Halide mounted in blocks of two side by side, one for
general lighting and the other to operate via the central battery
system. We were asked to develop a fitting that had the facility to
do this, but all integrated into one LED Luminaire, as well as dim
when ambient light increased.
We offered a fitting that met with these requirements with stunning
results. Previous light levels averaged 150lux, but the new ones are
now 300lux. Using a mixture of 110W and 165W fittings, an energy
saving of 75% was achieved, which translated into an annual cost
saving of £35,767.

Don’t take our word for it...
MG Lites reduced the cost of running the lighting in our showrooms by 72%. We have also
made huge savings in maintenance costs with the installation of the latest MG LED luminaires.
- Chris Macken, Trust Ford

The new induction ﬁttings look amazing! It makes the poolside look so much better and brighter
with the ‘cleaner’ light. So thank you!
– Chris Roday, David Lloyd Leisure

Premier Foods are very satisﬁed with the service and standard of equipment provided by MG Lites.
Very approachable and offered valuable advice. Would highly recommend their company.
– Roger Spacey, Premier Foods

As a council, we are always in the lime light to make sure that any works carried out shall be at
a very high standard. We have found MG Lites to be honest and hard working in their delivery.
They will always go that extra mile to make sure that the customer is happy and pleased with
their product. We have also used their expertise on some of our projects and they have always
come up with the goods. I am happy to recommend the services of MG Lites. If you have any
questions, please feel free to contact me.
– John Power, Doncaster Council

Some of our other customers...
MG Lites have provided energy saving lighting solutions for many business sectors including Health,
Education and Local Authorities as well as several blue chip companies

4 Denaby Lane Industrial Estate,
Coalpit Road, Denaby,
Doncaster, DN12 4LH
Tel: 01709 864841
Email: enquiries@mglites.com
Web: mglites.com

